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ABSTRACT 
All phases of emergency management activities - that we will reference hereafter as eResponse activities - 
depend on data from a variety of sources and involve a range of different organizations and teams at various 
administrative levels with their own systems and services. The existence of numerous and different actors, 
policies, procedures, data standards and systems results in coordination problems with respect to data analysis, 
information delivery and resource management..  In this paper we present a novel approach based on interaction 
models distributed through a peer to peer infrastructure and we show how it can be applied in the context of 
crisis management to support coalition formation and process coordination in open environments. In particular, 
a prototype eResponse simulation system – built on a P2P infrastructure –  has been developed to execute 
interaction models describing common coordination tasks in emergency response domain. Preliminary 
evaluation of the proposed framework demonstrates its capability to support such eResponse tasks. 
Keywords 
Interaction Modeling, P2P Networks, Process Coordination, Knowledge Sharing, Crisis Management, 
Emergencies Simulation. 
INTRODUCTION  
At 23:00 on November 4th, 1966, the river Adige, the main river of the Trentino region in Italy, broke its banks 
at different sites and flooded the majority of the territory of the Trentino main town, Trento. Moreover a 
considerable amount of oil, from housing heating systems and fuel depositories and petrol stations, mixed with 
the mud waters of the river. The majority of the Trento population as well as surrounding areas were affected. 
Today, in 2006, the flooding of the Adige river is still the most probable emergency event in the Trentino 
region. In such situation, knowledge of the state of the emergency is vital. For example: (i) knowledge of the 
viability structures affected by the flooding event; (ii) knowledge of all public buildings that are contained in the 
flooding area, since they are critical sites and potential risk factors and might contain a high number of persons; 
(iii) knowledge about the service infrastructures - such as the electricity network, the waterworks network, the 
pipeline network, the telecommunication network - is of uttermost relevance during emergency events. The 
primary goal of the municipality emergency plan is to evacuate the population (ca. 110.000 persons) effectively 
and rapidly from the critical area.  
Flood response provides an example of an important and potentially devastating type of emergency in which 
there can be enormous impact on people, property and infrastructure. Such an emergency includes a range of 
potential uses for geo-informatics services, links to large scale sensor grids, potential for linking to automated or 
semi-automated response systems, and the need for coordinating processes with many organizations and 
agencies. Timely decisions and properly executed processes can make an enormous impact on the final 
outcome.  
The scenario above aims at showing some of the key elements needed in eResponse situations. In particular 
emergency management activities are developed and implemented through the essential analysis of information 
and the coordination of the involved peers (both institutional, like emergency personnel, army, volunteers, etc as 
well as common people involved in the crisis). The existence of numerous and different actors, policies, 
processes, data standards and systems, results in coordination problems with respect to data analysis, 
information delivery and resources management, all critical elements of emergency response management.  
In our current research, we want to explore the flexibility and adaptability of an interaction-driven mechanism 
for knowledge sharing that relies on a distributed - Peer to Peer - infrastructure. At the core of the approach is a 
specific view of the semantics of both service and agent coordination (as proposed in Robertson at al, 2007), 
where peers share explicit knowledge of the “interactions” in which they are engaged and these models of 
interaction are used operationally as the anchor for describing the semantics of the interaction. Instead of 
requiring a universal semantics across peers, the approach require only that semantics is consistent (separately) 
for each instance of an interaction. This is analogous to the use in human affairs of contracts, which are devices 
for standardising and sharing just those aspects of semantics necessary for the integrity of specific interactions. 
In this paper, we apply the above approach in the context of crisis management. The nature of the eResponse 
domain is such that process-aware systems are beneficial to prevent chaotic and uncontrolled conditions. 
Nevertheless, taking into account adaptability is fundamental to handle unexpected situations (i.e. sudden road 
blockage, fast and unpredicted events, etc.) which most likely happen in emergency situations. While the 
general vision of interaction protocols accounts for the “structured coordination” requirement of the problem, 
the adoption of models specifically designed to explicit interactions in a P2P fashion and passed through an 
underling open infrastructure accounts for the support to flexibility and dynamicity.  
The main contributions of the paper are: 
? the usage of a protocol language that, expressing P2P style interactions and relying on a distributed 
infrastructure, provides a mechanism for coalition formation and Web service composition (Robertson at al, 
2006; Robertson at al, 2007); 
? the provision of a simulation environment in which to evaluate how suitable interaction models are in 
coordinating peers in real time; 
? the evaluation of the proposed approach to support typical emergency response tasks, requiring both 
structured and dynamic coordination. 
 
In what follows, we first focus on a short description of the specific use case that we are using to ground our 
approach, i.e. the evacuation plan management during a flooding event. We then present the eResponse system 
by describing its main components, namely, the eResponse simulator and the peer network: along with the 
description of the system’s components (simulator, peers, services and interaction models) we present some 
detailed examples of Interaction Models. Next, we briefly present a preliminary prototype of the overall system 
and we assess the simulation of initial emergency response coordination activities. In the final sections, we 
discuss related and future work.  
FLOODING EVACUATION USE CASE 
For the analysis and simulation of the flooding crisis emergency, we have grounded our work on the actual 
emergency plan in the Trentino region (Provincia Autonoma di Trento, 2005; Municipality of Trento, 2002). We 
have focused on the evacuation of the people from the probable flooding areas to the refuge centers, outside 
these areas. This specific use case assumes that the institutional emergency peers have been alerted to be 
prepared to face a possible flooding of the river Adige in the next six hours. In the emergency room,  the 
emergency coordinator is present together with the coordinators of the main different agencies involved in the 
evacuation plan, namely, in our case: the firefighters coordinator, the police officers coordinator, the medical 
personnel coordinator. All other involved institutional peers are in the concerned area and they include: 
? Fire fighters (~50): supervision of evacuation plan at meeting points and at refuge centers; 
? Police officers (~22): control of road gates; 
? Medical staff (~88): supervision  of people health conditions; 
? Bus/Ambulance Drivers (~44). 
A number of  “system” peers are also present in the scenario: they represent a possible set of digital services that 
support the evacuation plan, among others: - The emergency coordination data service: it is based on the 
emergency database and it maintains the current status of the enacted emergency plan; - SDI Services for map 
information: they mainly provide gazetteer services, map services, download (feature) services as in (Vaccari, 
Ivanyukovich and Marchese, 2005); - The weather forecast service; - The sensor network: it provides the water 
level of the river; - The route service: it provides routing information including updates on blocked roads. 
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Figure 1:  Schematic view of involved peers and main interactions in the evacuation plan 
Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the involved peers together with the flow of the main interactions (arrows) 
during the evacuation plan in the selected eResponse coordination activity. The emergency coordinator 
evaluates the information collected by the peers and the system services, and propagates its plans to the 
subordinate coordinators, who are responsible for acting on the plan by distributing plans/sub-plans to each 
organization or group involved in the crisis management.  In our use case, the evacuation plan is enacted by the 
emergency coordinator, by (i) propagating the alarm to the bus drivers and assign them the appropriate 
destination; (ii) propagating the alarm to the subordinate coordinators; (iii) sending the evacuation alarm and 
information to the citizens; (iv) continuously monitoring the crisis information from all available sources (e.g. 
sensors, institutional peers, volunteers, citizens) and taking appropriate actions.  
THE E-RESPONSE SYSTEM 
Since emergency situations are of a critical nature, it is essential that any infrastructure, and related processes, to 
assist the emergency response is fully tested and evaluated outside that situation. We have therefore developed a 
simulator in order to demonstrate and evaluate our approach within a simulation, so as to estimate how it could 
perform in a genuine emergency.  The eResponse system we are developing is used in our current work: 
(1) to model and execute interactions of peers involved in an emergency response activity, whether individuals, 
institution peers, sensors, web services or others; 
(2) to provide feedbacks about the environment at appropriate moments, in a way that mirrors the real world (for 
example, a peer attempting to take a road will be informed at that moment if that road is blocked, and it can then 
share this information with other peers through the network). 
(3) to visualize and analyze a simulated coordination task through a Graphical User Interface (GUI).  
The eResponse system is composed of two major components: the eResponse simulator and the peer network. 
Figure 2 sketches the overall architecture of the system. Examples of peer types have been discussed in the 
previous section (i.e. Figure 1). In the next two subsections, we will focus on the eResponse simulator and the 
peer network, respectively.  
 
The eResponse Simulator 
The simulator is composed of three peers: the controller, the flood sub-simulator, and the visualiser (see Figure 
2). The controller is the core of the simulator: it drives the simulation cycles. The controller has one main goal: 
to keep track of the current state of the world. In order to achieve that, the controller needs to know what 
changes are happening to the world and update its state accordingly.  
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Figure 2: The eResponse system’s architecture 
 
Of course, after updating its state, it should inform the relevant peers of these changes as well. The goal of the 
flood simulator is to simulate the flood. It is composed of a set of predefined equations that define how the flood 
evolves with time. The goal of the visualiser is to simply visualise what is happening in the flood area. 
Simulation is then divided into cycles, which are driven by the controller. The steps of one simulation cycle are: 
1. The controller shares the initial topology of the world with others simulator peers: the flood sub-simulator 
and the visualiser. The controller receives also information about the changes that happened to the world: 
a. It receives the flood changes from flood sub-simulator 
b. It receives other changes from the peers in the peer network that caused these changes (and verifies 
their validity) 
2. The controller sends information about the changes that happened in the world: 
c. It sends a list of all the changes to the simulator’s visualiser 
d. It sends changes that occurred in a peer’s vicinity to each peer in the peer network 
3. The controller updates the time step, and repeats by going back to step 1 
 
The flow of the interactions between the controller and other peers is also depicted in Figure 2. Each black 
arrow represents a different interaction model, which also represents the flow of information between peers. For 
example, the flood interaction model “flood IM” is used to allow the flood sub-simulator to communicate with 
the controller, sending it flood changes at each time step. Since the above architecture is modular, it is 
reasonably easy to add as many emergency sub-simulators (e.g., landslides, earthquake, volcanic eruption, etc.) 
as needed: each implemented sub-simulator would, in fact, communicate with the controller through an 
interaction model nearly identical to the one mentioned before and the controller would be enhanced to handle 
the new types of emergency data. 
Note that the controller (or the simulator in general) does not interfere or help coordinate peer’s actions in the 
peer network. It is simply used to simulate the real world. For instance, peers cannot ask the simulator questions 
about the world, such as where the location of something is or what the flood level at a given point is. 
Nevertheless, in the real world, peers (whether humans or sensors) are able to sense certain things in their 
vicinity. Therefore, in our simulation, this information will be provided by the controller. At every time step, the 
controller sends sensory info for each connected peer through the “connect” interaction model. Also, the real 
world usually prevents humans (or even sensors) from performing certain unrealistic actions. For example, one 
person may try to drive a car in a flooded road, but will fail even if he insisted. Usually, the rules of physics of 
the real world prevent such unrealistic actions. Again, in our simulation, the controller will verify whether 
certain actions are legal or not before they are performed, and if a certain action is illegal, the peer is informed 
of the reason of failure. This is done through the “coordinate action” interaction model (see Figure 2). Note that 
any peer that either needs to perform an action (such as a police man closing a road) or needs to receive sensory 
info about its vicinity (such as a sensor) needs to be connected to the simulator. We call these peers physical 
peers. They are represented as black faces in the peer network of Figure 2. Of course, not all peers need to 
connect to the controller. Just like in real life, non physical peers, such as a web service that provides 
information about the weather, do not need to communicate with the controller but with other peers in the peer 
network (such as a sensor, a human user, ect.). Non physical peers are represented as white faces in the peer 
network of Figure 2. Please note, that in the current system, the existence and regular functionality of 
communication channels among peers is assumed. More complex situations in which some communications are 
degraded, could be in principle included and emulated in the flood sub-simulator – for instance following an 
implementation similar to the OCTOPUS Virtual Environment (D’Aprano, de Leoni and Mecella, 2007)  - but 
are not included in the present prototype.  
For completeness, the paper is complemented - in this technical report - by two appendixes, which present and 
analyse the technical details of the developed interaction models: (i) for the eResponse simulator (Appendix 1) 
and (ii) for the selected use case, i.e .the evacuation plan (appendix 2). 
 
The Peer network 
In this section we first describe the Lightweight Coordination Calculus (LCC), that is, the communication 
language employed to implement the interactions among peers acting in our Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network. After 
briefly introducing it, we then report a selected coordination problem taken from the scenario depicted in the 
previous section, and explain in some details the interaction models which can be derived to describe it. Finally, 
we show a preliminary prototype which has been implemented to execute and analyze the evolution of the 
interactions within a peer-network.  
Introduction to LCC  
LCC is a protocol language used to describe interactions among distributed processes, e.g., agents, web services 
(Robertson, 2004-1; Robertson, 2004-2). LCC was designed specifically for expressing P2P style interactions 
within multi-agent systems, i.e., without any central control; therefore, it is well suited for modeling 
coordination of software components running in an open environment. Its main characteristics are flexibility, 
modularity and the neutrality to the distributed communication infrastructure. 
Interactions in LCC are expressed as the message passing behaviours associated with roles. The most basic 
behaviours are to send or receive messages, where sending a message may be conditional on satisfying a 
constraint (precondition) and receiving a message may imply constraints (postcondition) on the agent accepting 
it. As an example, a basic LCC interaction is shown in Figure 3 where double and single arrows indicate 
respectively message passing and constraints to satisfy: 
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Figure 3: Basic LCC interaction 
According to the interaction shown in Figure 3, the agent A1 playing the role r1 verifies if it needs the info X 
(precondition need(X)); if yes, A1 asks for X to the agent A2 playing the role r2 by sending the message ask(X). 
A2 receives the message ask(X) from A1 and then get the info X (precondition get(X)) before sending back a 
reply to A1 through the message return(X). After having received the message return(X), A1 updates its 
knowledge (postcondition update(X)).  
 
The constraints embedded into the protocol express its semantics and could be written as first-order logic 
predicates (i.e., in Prolog) as well as methods in an object-oriented language (i.e., in Java). Furthermore, these 
constraints could hide simple functionalities (i.e., provided by web services) as well as very complex AI 
algorithm. This is the characteristic of modularity previously mentioned that allow the separation of the protocol 
and the agent or service engineering. While performing the protocol, peers can therefore exchange messages, 
satisfy constraints before (after) messages are sent (received) and jump from one role to another so that a 
flexible interaction mechanism is enabled still following a structured policy, this being absolutely necessary for 
team-execution of coordinated tasks.    
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Figura 4: Activity diagram of the coordination task “Go to Destination” 
Flooding evacuation use case and selected examples of Interaction Models 
 
We designed and implemented a sub-scenario where different participating actors, having different roles, 
coordinate each other and rely on existing service components. This scenario is currently running on a Prolog 
based LCC parser engine and on a local P2P network. It constitutes a simulated scenario where peers are either 
emergency peers, that is, agents acting on behalf of human emergency personnel, or system peers, that is, digital 
services providing information that are essential for coordinated task execution.  
Our sub-scenario - of the overall scenario flooding evacuation use case - is related to the phase where an 
emergency coordinator (the firefighter coordinator in this case) sends a directive to its organizational peers 
(firefighters) that have to accomplish it. The coordination problem expressed above can be described in a 
verbose form as follow: 
After having found out all the available firefighters,  the firefighter coordinator (ffc) assigns to each of them 
a specific destination; in order to find a route, the firefighter will rely on the route service component 
whose aim is to provide a suitable path to the requester; the firefighter communicates each action to the 
simulator which checks the feasibility of the action (i.e., the action of moving could be impossible because  
a road is blocked); in case of a blocked road the firefighter asks the route service an alternative path 
(which doesn't contain the blocked road) and keeps trying alternatives till either there are free paths 
connecting him with the destination or this latter is unreachable; if the firefighter reaches the previously 
assigned destination he/she will confirm it to the ffc otherwise he/she will inform the chief about the 
negative result; the ffc will reassign a destination to the firefighter who couldn't reach the previous place.  
 
This description can be sketched in a graphical representation such as the activity diagram shown in Figure 4. 
The diagram shows the workflow related to the coordination task “Go to Destination”. An interaction model - 
expressed in a compact, formal language such as LCC - can be derived either from the narrative description 
above or from an activity diagram. In this last case, the conversion could be done manually or automatically  
As examples of the implementation and usage of the interaction model language, Figures 5, 6 and 7 show some 
excerpts of LCC code related to the firefighter coordinator, firefighter and route service roles respectively. It is 
worth noticing here that the LCC code presented in this paper is part of the code needed to run the interaction. 
The whole code is more lengthy since it entails also the role of the simulator peer and its interactions with the 
network peers. However, for our purposes here - to indicate how to model the possible interactions among the 
network peers – we restrict our description to these excerpts. 
 
 
 
i. Fire-fighter coordinator 
 
The firefighter coordinator, FFC, initiates the coordination task by entering the role firefighter_coordinator. 
According to this role a list of available firefighters, FFL, must be retrieved in order to send an alert 
message to each of them. The role involves a recursion over the list FFL so that a destination meeting point 
(MP) can be assigned and an alert message can be sent to each firefighter FFL_H, in FFL. After having sent 
the messages to all the firefighters, the FFC assumes the role firefighter_coordinator3. Here the FFC 
receives a confirmation (or disconfirmation) of reached (not reached) destination MP from a given 
firefighter Id (in Figure 5 ‘action_performer2’ and ‘replanner’ are roles assumed by the firefighter role) 
and the role recurses. If a disconfirmation is received, the FFC assigns to the firefighter Id a new 
destination – NewMP - which is then embedded in the alert message sent back. 
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Figure 5: LCC fragment for the firefighter coordinator role 
ii.  Fire-fighters 
 
Each firefighter, FF, receives from the firefighter coordinator, FFC, an alert message stating that the 
destination MP has to be reached. Once the message is received, the firefighter, FF, assumes the role of 
route_finder. If the firefighter, FF, is not yet at the location Dest that must be reached, a vehicle will be 
needed together with the name of a digital service able to provide a route. A message for requesting a route 
between two locations (Pos and Dest) is then sent to the route service RS. Once the firefighter FF receives 
the requested path together with its sub-paths through a message sent by the route service RS, he/she stores 
the path in its local memory and assumes the role action_performer in order to communicate the move 
action to the simulator which in turn will check its feasibility (more details in the activity diagram in figure 
4). 
 
iii.  Route Service 
 
The route service, RS, after having received a route request from a route finder Id, selects a path from node 
From to node To, splits the path in sub-paths and sends them back to the route finder Id. The route service 
role then recurses to be able to accept other requests. The route service can receive two types of messages 
from a route finder:  
? A message asking for a path from A to B (a vehicle is also specified); 
? A message asking for a path from A to B (a vehicle is also specified) not including certain sub-paths 
(i.e., the blocked subpaths). 
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Figure 6: LCC fragment for the firefighter role 
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Figure 7: LCC fragment for the route service role 
 
Preliminary Prototype 
 
We developed an initial prototype in which the coordination activities between the network peers can be 
executed, visualised and analysed to evaluate the effectiveness of the LCC protocol.  In our first prototype, the 
ongoing simulation and the resulting movements of the emergency peers are visualized through a GUI (see 
Figure 8). The GUI is a draft version of the control panel used by the emergency coordinators. Through the 
emergency GUI, users can visualize the map of the emergency situation.  
 
 
 
Figure 8: The emergency GUI 
The map shows static geographic datasets (topographic map, probable flooding areas, escape roads, meeting 
points, refuge centers, sensor network) as well dynamic datasets (the figure shows the position of the firefighters 
involved in the simulation). Moreover, through the GUI, the emergency coordinators can perform actions (enact 
the emergency plan, recall digital services, change the map legend, search for other GIS datasets, send 
statements to the emergency peers, etc) as well as ask for information about the emergency situation (i.e., 
evacuated people, list of the emergency peers, blocked roads, situation of the meeting points and of the refuge 
centers, etc). The main components of the GUI are: 
? The main menu in the upper part of the GUI 
? The peer and coordination messages frame: it shows the messages exchanged between the coordination peer 
and the emergency peers (different for each peer) 
? The weather forecast frame: useful to analyze the current weather conditions 
? The news frame: it shows the general information  about the emergency situation (identical for all the peers) 
? The map frame:  it shows, together with a real map of Trento and some static interesting points 
(coordination center, the meeting points, the refuge points, etc.), the movement of the peers during a 
simulated coordination task. 
We have run several simulations involving the peers types and the interactions described previously. In the one 
visualize in Figure 8, we have set 4 emergency peers (1 firefighter coordinator and 3 firefighters), 1 digital 
service (the route service) and the simulator peer; the coordination task was to follow a directive sent by the 
firefighter coordinator to its personnel. The directive consisted in moving to a given destination. We set 3 
different destinations (meeting points) for each firefighter and initially fixed some specific roads as blocked. 
First, all the firefighters were at the same location, that is, the coordination center. By running the simulation we 
obtained three different behaviours for the three firefighters: 
1. one firefighter reached the assigned destination without any problem; 
2. one firefighter reached the destination after having tried more than one alternative path; 
3. the third firefighter couldn’t reach the assigned destination and, as a result, was redirected to a second 
location. 
 
Figure 8 shows a snapshot of the evolution of the simulated “Go To Destination” process. With these 
preliminary experiments we give an initial qualitative evaluation of the suitability of the protocol language to 
handle processes involving both agents and digital services. The modelling of interactions in the LCC language 
allows us to structure the coordination task still maintaining some adaptability, this latter being intended as the 
capability to entail situations which are not known a priori (i.e., the blockage state of the road can change over 
time ).   
A more comprehensive evaluation would entail two dimensions: (a) a qualitative validation of the simulation 
system and the interaction models by involving the local institutions working in crisis management. Expert 
people in the field can give useful feedbacks by saying how well the simulations reflect the actual plans. 
Moreover, the simulations can give useful hints to the experts by showing possible scenarios they didn’t foresee, 
since the plan is actually written on paper and never tried in real situations. In this case, the simulation system 
could act as a training system for the experts; (b) an evaluation of how the approach scales. Such evaluation can 
be done by simulating a large number of peers participating in many interactions; measures on performance (e.g. 
response time) could be adopted. 
RELATED WORK  
In the present work, we show how an interaction oriented approach might be adopted to handle the coordination 
problems arising when multiple agencies need to collaborate on emergency response management. Our 
approach envisages a twofold perspective: one is related to the provision of a controlled but chaotic environment 
in which to study the effectiveness of interaction models in coordinating agents in real time. Here the emphasis 
is on a Multi-Agent simulation as a testbed for investigating, along with the validity of interaction models, the 
impact of a P2P infrastructure in emergency response. The idea to apply multi-agent models for such purposes is 
not new since a number of complex Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) simulators are under development (Murakami, 
Minami, Kawasoe and Ishida, 2002; Kanno, Morimoto and Furuta, 2006; Massaguer, Balasubramanian, 
Mehrotra and Venkatasubramanian, 2006; Robocup-Rescue, 2005). 
 
The second perspective, the one distinctive to our work, is concerned with the peculiarity of an agent protocol 
language (LCC in our case) specifically designed for expressing interactions in a P2P fashion, which we use to 
provide a mechanism for knowledge coalition formation and Web service composition, following the approach 
in (Li and Robertson, 2005; Robertson et al, 2007; Walton, 2005). Here the emphasis is on MAS techniques for 
inter-operability and coordination tasks employed in P2P architecture. The combination of the two perspectives 
has the potential to handle the dynamic and distributed aspects of emergency situations: in such scenarios, a P2P 
architecture is always preferred over a centralised client/server one since it allows the involvement of a large 
number of participants interacting in a distributed and decentralised manner.  We describe collaboration between 
these participants through the specification of a message passing behaviour for each service involved. 
 
Related research works are either specifically devised for the emergency management area or focused more on 
the architectural aspect. In particular CASCOM1 , WORKPAD2, EGERIS3, EUROPCOM4 , POMPEI5, 
POPEYE6 , WIN7 are few such projects. For example, in the CASCOM project (Context-Aware Business 
Application Service Coordination in Mobile Computing Environments) an intelligent agent-based peer-to-peer 
(IP2P) environment is under development (Helin, Klusch, Lopes, Fernandez, Schumacher, Schuldt, Bergenti 
and Kinnunen, 2005). Here, the service coordination mechanism relies on Semantic Web technologies, such as 
OWL-S and WSMO, rather than an explicit lightweight protocols. Also, the WORKPAD project aims at 
designing and developing an innovative software infrastructure (software, models, services, etc.) for supporting 
collaborative work of human operators in emergency/disaster scenarios (Mecella, Catarci, Angelaccio, Buttazzi, 
Krek , Dustdar and Vetere, 2006). A set of front-end peer-to-peer communities providing services to human 
workers, mainly by adaptively enacting processes on mobile ad-hoc networks, is part of the system developed 
(de Leoni De Rosa and Mecella, 2006). Each community is lead by a super-peer, the only peer managing 
workflow composition and coordination in an adaptive manner. In this case, a mechanism based on our 
approach would allow each peer to execute, and eventually modify, the workflow, thanks to the sharing of the 
multi-agent protocol. The work in  (Li et al, 2005) also represents an effort in this direction: in this case the 
approach has been applied directly to business modelling. The method has proved to be promising also in the 
field of e-Science (Walton and Barker, 2004).  
                                                          
1  http://www.ist-cascom.org 
2 http://www.workpad-project.eu/description.htm
3 http://www.egeris.org 
4 http://www.ist-europcom.org
5 http://www.pompei-eu.com 
6 http://www.ist-popeye.org 
7 http://www.win-eu.org 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
The purpose of this paper is to show how an approach based on interaction models sharing through a P2P 
network can be applied successfully to support coordination problems in the context of emergency response 
management. 
Currently, our eResponse system is running on a Prolog based LCC engine. The current system is basic in the 
sense that it simply provides means to execute LCC interaction models. However, to run an interaction model, 
the peer should know which interaction model it wants to execute and with which peers it will be interacting.  
This and more, is under development in the European project OpenKnowledge8: the project provide a unifying 
framework based on interaction models that are mobile among peers. The developing OpenKnowledge platform 
(Siebes at al, 2007)  provides means for us to move to a more dynamic system: peers will be able to use 
discovery services to search for appropriate interaction models, look for suitable peers, and make use of some 
other important functionalities, such computing trust, verifying interaction models, providing automated 
assistance for generation of LCC, etc.  
But how does this help our (flood) emergency scenario? Let us consider the interaction model of previous 
section. A more dynamic version of this scenario would be to have a firefighter coordinator asking firefighters 
to perform certain actions. However, instead of specifying how the firefighter will get the path between two 
nodes, we may keep this a general constraint to be solved by the peer. At runtime, the peer may then succeed in 
satisfying the constraint either by consulting its own knowledge base or by using some interaction model to 
communicate with others in order to achieve its goal. It could then use some discovery service of the 
OpenKnowledge system to search for suitable interaction models and peers. One solution could be to ask a route 
service, another solution could be to consult peers in that vicinity.  
For emergency scenarios, this ultra dynamic P2P approach is crucial since it implies that even if parts of the 
system fails, for some reason or another, peers will still be able to find other methods for achieving their critical 
goals. In the near future, we will address  a number of  issues and limitations of the current system, namely 
improved interaction model design, use of appropriate workflow technology and more dynamic interactions. 
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APPENDIX 1 
In what follows, we present the technical details of the simulation cycles and the interaction models used by the 
simulator peers. 
 
Flood.lcc 
This interaction model is used to let the flood sub-simulator inform the controller of the flood changes, which 
should occur once every simulation cycle. This is depicted as step 1.(a) in the simulation cycle. The interaction 
model is specified as follows: 
 
 
a(flood_simulator,FS) ::= 
get_topology(URI) <-- initial_topology_source(URI) <= a(controller,C) then 
a(flood_simulator2(C),FS). 
 
a(flood_simulator2(C),FS) ::= 
flood_info(Changes) => a(controller2,C) <-- flood_changes(Changes) then 
ok <= a(controller3(_,_,_),C) then 
a(flood_simulator2(C),FS). 
 
 
a(controller,C) ::= 
initial_topology_source(URI) => a(flood_simulator,FS) <--  
 get_initial_topology(URI) and flood_simulator(FS) then 
a(controller2,C) <-- time(Time). 
 
a(controller2,C) ::= 
update_flood_changes(Changes) <--  
 flood_info(Changes) <= a(flood_simulator2(_),FS) then 
a(controller3(FS,Time,Time2),C) <-- time(Time) then 
a(controller2,C). 
 
a(controller3(Id,Time,Time2),C) ::= 
ok => a(flood_simulator2(_),Id) <-- current_timestep(Time2) and Time2>Time 
or 
a(controller3(Id,Time,Time2),C) <-- sleep(0.1). 
 
The interaction model is initiated by the controller, which plays the role ‘controller’.  When the simulation 
starts, the controller should coordinate the topology of the world with the flood sub-simulator by sending it the 
topology’s URI. It then takes the role ‘controller2’ to receive the flood changes sent out by the flood sub-
simulator at every time-step. However, the controller should ensure that changes are received only once every 
time-step. Therefore, after receiving the flood changes, the controller takes the role ‘controller3’, which loops 
finitely often, until the controller enters a new time-step. At that point, it sends an ‘ok’ message to the flood 
simulator, signaling that further flood changes may now be sent. It then goes back to role ‘controller2’ to receive 
any further flood changes from the flood simulator. 
Note that the flood sub-simulator, playing the role ‘flood_simulator’, works in parallel with the controller. After 
receiving the topology of the world, it takes the role ‘flood_simulator2’. In this role, the flood sub-simulator 
computes the flood changes and sends this information back to the controller. It then waits for an ‘ok’ message 
from the controller before it repeats this all over again. 
 
Coordinate_Action.lcc 
This interaction model is used to let the connected physical peers inform the controller of the physical actions 
they are performing. As mentioned earlier, peers should inform the controller of all their physical actions since 
these would result in changes in the physical world. Furthermore, it is the controller that would confirm whether 
an action is currently possible or not. This is depicted as step 1.(b) of the simulation cycle. The interaction 
model is specified as follows: 
 
 
 
 a(action_performer(Action,Result),Id) ::= 
a(action_performer2(C,SubActions,Result),Id) 
<-- controller(C) and breakdown(Action,SubActions). 
 
a(action_performer2(C,SubActions,FResult),Id) ::= 
( action(Action) => a(action_coordinator,C) 
<-- SubActions=[Action|Tail] then 
result(Result) <= a(action_coordinator2(_,_),C) then 
( null <-- member(Result,[illegal_action(_),indecipherable(_)]) and 
FResult=fail 
or 
a(action_performer2(C,Tail,FResult),Id) 
<-- member(Result,[ok]) and performed_action(Action)  )  ) 
or 
null <-- SubActions=[] and FResult=success. 
 
 
a(action_coordinator,C) ::= 
action(Action) <= a(action_performer2(_,_,_),Id) then 
a(action_coordinator2(Action,Id),C) then 
a(action_coordinator,C). 
 
a(action_coordinator2(Action,Id),C) ::= 
result(Result) => a(action_performer2(_,_,_),Id) 
<-- update_action_results(Id,Action,Result) 
or 
a(action_coordinator2(Action,Id),C) <-- sleep(0.1). 
 
The above interaction model is initiated by any physical peer that needs to coordinate the actions it needs to 
perform with the controller. The physical peer will be playing the LCC role ‘action_performer’. It initiates this 
interaction model knowing that ‘Action’ needs to be performed and expecting some ‘Result’ to be returned. It 
then obtains the Id of the controller it will be communicating with, it breaks down the action into atomic sub-
actions, and then takes the role ‘action_performer2’ to coordinate its sub-actions with the controller C. 
Note that the physical peer may coordinate one atomic action at a time. Atomic actions are of three categories: 
pick, drop, and move. Complex actions will have to be broken into atomic sub-actions before they are 
coordinated with the controller. For example, the action of having Peer1 transport object O from Node1 to 
Node2 is broken down into the following sub-actions: 
? Peer1 moving to Node1 
? Peer1 picking object O 
? Peer1 moving to Node2 
? Peer1 dropping object O 
Also note that move actions may themselves be complex actions that should be broken down into further atomic 
sub-actions. The only atomic move actions are the actions that allow peers to move between two nodes which 
are at most 500m away from each other. We assume a peer may move at most 500m per time-step. This allows 
the controller to keep the motion of peers realistic. For example, you do not want a peer jumping thousands of 
kilometers while another jumps a few meters. 
After taking the role ‘action_performer2’, the physical peer now performs a recursion over the set of sub-actions 
it needs to perform. For each sub-action, it sends a message to the controller informing it of the action it would 
like to perform. It then receives a reply from the controller. If the reply is an ‘ok’ message, then it proceeds. 
However, the reply could also be ‘illegal_action(_)’ or ‘indecipherable(_)’ messages. If such messages are 
received, then this implies that either the action is not permitted, or the action is not understood by the 
controller. In either case, the peer cannot perform that action and it quits the coordination of all remaining sub-
actions. The result returned in that case is ‘fail’. A ‘success’ result is returned only if all sub-actions have been 
completed successfully. 
 
The controller, playing the role ‘action_coordinator’, works in parallel with the ‘action_performer’. After 
receiving an action, it takes the role ‘action_coordinator2’, which computes the result of performing such an 
action and informs the ‘action_performer’ whether the action may be carried out or not. Due to synchronization 
issues, there are strict restrictions by the controller on when actions may be performed. For example, one sub-
action may be performed in one time-step. If the controller tries to mark more than one action per one physical 
peer in one time-step, then the constraint ‘update_action_results(_,_,_)’ will fail, forcing the controller to wait 
for 0.1 seconds, before it tries again. 
 
Visualiser.lcc 
This interaction model is used to let the controller inform the visualiser of all the changes that have occurred in 
the world at every time-step. This is depicted as step 2.(a) in the simulation cycle. The interaction model is 
specified as follows: 
 
 
 
a(get_visual_changes,V) ::= 
    get_topology(URI) and start_gui <-- 
     initial_topology_source(URI) <= a(sending_visual_info,_) then 
    a(get_visual_changes2,V). 
 
a(get_visual_changes2,V) ::= 
    update(Time,AllChanges) <--  
 vis_info(Time,AllChanges) <= a(sending_visual_info2(_),_) then 
    a(get_visual_changes2,V). 
 
 
a(sending_visual_info,C) ::= 
    initial_topology_source(URI) => a(get_visual_changes,V) 
 <-- get_initial_topology(URI) and visualiser_id(V) then  
    a(sending_visual_info2(V),C). 
 
a(sending_visual_info2(V),C) ::= 
    vis_info(Time,AllChanges) => a(get_visual_changes2,V)  
        <-- get_visual_changes(AllChanges) and time(Time) 
    or  
    a(sending_visual_info2(V),C) <-- sleep(0.1). 
 
The interaction model is initiated by the controller, which plays the role ‘sending_visual_info’.  When the 
simulation starts, the controller should coordinate the topology of the world with the visualiser by sending it the 
topology’s URI. It then takes the role ‘sending_visual_info2’ to recursively send out the changes that occurred 
in the world at every time-step. If the controller tries to obtain the changes twice for the same time-step, then the 
constraint ‘get_visual_changes(AllChanges)’ will fail, forcing the controller to wait for 0.1 seconds, 
before it tries again. This ensures changes are sent out only once every time-step. 
Note that the visualiser, playing the role ‘get_visual_changes’, works in parallel with the controller. After 
receiving the topology of the world, the visualiser starts its GUI. It then takes the role ‘get_visual_changes2’, 
where it receives the changes from the controller at every time-step and updates its history accordingly. 
 
Connect.lcc 
This interaction model is used to let physical peers connect to the simulator. When connected, they can then 
receive sensory information about changes in their vicinity, once every time-step. This is depicted as step 2.(b) 
of the simulation cycle. The interaction model is specified as follows: 
 
The interaction model is initiated by the physical peer that wishes to connect to the controller.  The peer plays 
the role ‘connecting_peer’. If the peer is interested in connecting to the controller, it would obtain its current 
peer type (such as firefighter, water sensor, etc.), its location, and the controller’s Id. It then sends an ‘exists’ 
message to the controller informing it of its peer type and location. After that, it receives a ‘connected’ message 
from the controller confirming its connection, along with the time-step at which the peer has joined. The peer 
then plays the role ‘connected_peer’, in which it continuously receives sensory information from the controller 
about objects in its vicinity. Note that at any point, the peer is allowed to exit the simulation by simply sending 
the ‘exit’ message to the controller. If this happens, then this would break the recursive cycle through which 
sensory info is received. 
 
Note that the controller, playing the role ‘registrar’, works in parallel with the physical peer. After receiving an 
‘exists’ message, it adds the peer to the map and sends back a ‘connected’ message to confirm the connection. It 
then plays the role ‘registrar2’, in which it continuously listens for ‘exit’ messages. If an ‘exit’ message is 
received, then the peer is removed from the map. Otherwise, it plays the role ‘registrar3’ for sending sensory 
information to the peer about objects in its vicinity. If the controller tries to obtain this sensory information 
twice for the same time-step, then the constraint ‘send_update_info(Id,Peers,Flood,Danger,Time)’ will fail, 
forcing the controller to wait for 0.1 seconds, before it tries again. This ensures that sensory information is sent 
out only once every time-step. 
 
 
 
a(connecting_peer,Id) ::= 
    exists(Id,PeerType,Location) => a(registrar,C)  
        <-- connect(true, PeerType, Location) and controller(C) then 
    learn(time(TS)) <-- connected(TS) <= a(registrar,C) then 
    a(connected_peer(C), Id). 
 
a(connected_peer(C),Id) ::= 
    exit(Id) => a(registrar2(_),C) <-- connect(false,_,_) 
    or 
    ( update_info(Info) <-- sensory_info(Info) <= a(registrar3(_),C) then 
      a(connected_peer(C),Id) ). 
 
 
a(registrar,C) ::= 
    add_peer_to_sim(Id,PeerType,Location,Time) <--  
 exists(Id,PeerType,Location) <= a(connecting_peer,Id) then 
    connected(Time) => a(connecting_peer,Id) then 
    a(registrar2(Id),C). 
 
a(registrar2(Id),C) ::= 
    remove_peer_from_sim(Id) <-- exit(Id) <= a(connected_peer(_),Id) 
    or 
    ( a(registrar3(Id),C) then 
      a(registrar2(Id),C) ). 
 
a(registrar3(Id),C) ::= 
    sensory_info([Id,Peers,Flood,Danger,Time]) => a(connected_peer(_),Id)  
        <-- send_update_info(Id,Peers,Flood,Danger,Time) 
    or 
    a(registrar3(Id),C) <-- sleep(0.1). 
 
APPENDIX  2 
In what follows, we present the technical details of the interaction models used by the simulator peers in the 
selected use case, i.e .the evacuation plan. The roles, the supported activities, related messages and the related 
constrains are detailed in the comments within the code. 
 
StartFE.lcc 
This interaction model is used describes how the evacuation plan starts: (1) an emergency coordinator alerts its 
personnel to go to a specific destination; (2) each personnel member has to find the route to reach the destination 
and eventually notify the coordinator in case of failure. It has been tested: 
 
 // The firefighter coordinator retrieves a list of available firefighters, FFL, in  
// order to send an alert message to each of them.  
 
a(firefighter_coordinator,FFC) ::= 
 a(firefighter_coordinator(FFL),FFC) <-- obtainFFList(FFL) 
or 
null. 
 
// The role involves a recursion over the list FFL so that a destination meeting  
// point (MP) can be assigned and an alert message can be sent to each firefighter 
// FFL_H, in FFL. After having sent the messages to all the firefighters, the FFC 
// assumes the role firefighter_coordinator3.  
 
a(firefighter_coordinator(FFL),FFC)::= 
 (( alert(MP) => a(firefighter,FFL_H) <-- FFL=[FFL_H|FFL_T] and assign_mp(MP,FFL_H) 
 then 
a(firefighter_coordinator(FFL_T),FFC) ) 
or 
( null <-- FFL=[] ) ) then 
a(firefighter_coordinator3,FFC). 
 
// In this role the FFC receives a confirmation (or disconfirmation) of reached  
// (not reached) destination MP from a given firefighter Id ('action_performer2'  
// and 'replanner' are roles assumed by the firefighter role) and the role 
// recurses. If a disconfirmation is received, the FFC assigns to the firefighter 
// Id a new destination - NewMP - which is then embedded in the alert message sent  
// back. 
    
a(firefighter_coordinator3,FFC)::= 
 ( (confirm(Id,MP) <= a(action_performer2(_,_,_,_),Id)) then  
    a(firefighter_coordinator3,FFC) )  
    or  
  (disconfirm(Id,MP) <= a(replanner(_,_,_),Id)  then 
   (alert(NewMP) => a(firefighter,Id) <-- assign_newDest(MP,NewMP,Id)) then 
    a(firefighter_coordinator3,FFC) ). 
 
// The firefighter, FF, receives from the firefighter coordinator, FFC, an alert  
// message stating that the destination MP has to be reached. Once the message is  
// received, the firefighter, FF, assumes the role of route_finder. 
 
a(firefighter,FF)::= 
 ( alert(MP) <= a(firefighter_coordinator(_),FFC)  
 or  
alert(MP) <= a(firefighter_coordinator3,FFC) )  then 
 a(route_finder(MP,FFC),FF) . 
 
// If the firefighter, FF, is not yet at the location Dest that must be reached, a  
// vehicle will be needed together with the name of a digital service able to  
// provide a route. A message for requesting a route between two locations (Pos and  
// Dest) is then sent to the route service RS. Once the firefighter FF receives the  
// requested path together with its sub-paths through a message sent by the route  
// service RS, he/her stores the path (together with the subpaths) in its local  
// memory and assumes the role action_performer in order to communicate the move  
// action to the simulator which //in turn will check its feasibility  
 
 
 
a(route_finder(Dest,FFC),Id) ::= 
 ( request_route(Pos,Dest,Vehicle) => a(route_service,RS) 
   <-- at(Pos) and not(Pos=Dest) and set_vehicle(Vehicle) and 
      get_route_serviceID(RS) ) then 
(route(From,To,Path,SubPaths) <= a(route_service,RS) then 
  a(action_performer(move(From,To,Path,Vehicle),FFC),Id) 
  <--store(Path,SubPaths,Vehicle)). 
 
// This role is entered by the firefighter when the simulator sends an 
// illegal_action as a result. It is similar to the previous role except for the 
// fact that 
// - a list of banned subpaths - BanSubPaths - is sent to the route service 
// - a disconfirmation is sent to the coordinator if no free paths leads to the  
// destination. 
// Note: in the future this role will be embedded in the "route_finder" role. 
 
a(replanner(S,OldDetails,FFC),Id) ::= 
 ( request_route(Location,To,V,BanSubPaths) => a(route_service,RS) 
   <-- at(Location) and get_final_location(OldDetails,To) and 
     get_vehicle(OldDetails,V) and get_BanSubPaths(BanSubPaths) and 
     get_route_serviceID(RS) ) then 
  (route(From,To,Path,NewDetails) <= a(route_service,RS) then 
    ( a(action_performer(move(From,To,Path,V),FFC),Id)  
   <-- Path = [H|T] and store(Path,NewDetails,V) ) 
         or 
     ( (disconfirm(Id,To) => a(firefighter_coordinator3,FFC) <-- Path=[]) then 
     a(firefighter,Id) )). 
       
// The route service, RS, after having received a route request from a route finder 
// (or replanner) Id, selects a path from node From to node To, split the path in  
// sub-paths and sends them back to the route finder Id. The route service role  
// then recurses to be able to accept other requests. The route service can receive  
// two types of messages from a route finder:  
// - A message asking for a path from A to B (a vehicle is also specified); 
// - A message asking for a path from A to B (a vehicle is also specified) not  
// including certain sub-paths (i.e., the blocked subpaths). 
                               
a(route_service,RS)::= 
( request_route(From,To,Vehicle) <= a(route_finder(_,_),Id) then 
(route(From,To,Path,SubPaths) => a(route_finder(_,_),Id)  
 <-- get_route(From,To,Vehicle,Path) and get_subpaths(Vehicle,Path,SubPaths)) 
then a(route_service,RS)) 
or 
( request_route(From,To,Vehicle,BanSubPaths) <= a(replanner(_,_,_),Id) then 
(route(From,To,Path,SubPaths) => a(replanner(_,_,_),Id)  
 <-- get_route(From,To,Vehicle,BanSubPaths,Path) and 
     get_subpaths(Vehicle,Path,SubPaths)) 
then a(route_service,RS)). 
 
// The following code is needed when a peer send an action to the simulator's  
// controller. Note that this is an adaptation of the interaction model  
// ”Coordinate_Action.lcc”. In the future there won’t be the need for this  
// adaptation and the “Coordinate_Action.lcc” should remain unmodified and valid  
// for every protocol containing interactions with the simulator.  
  
a(action_performer(Action,FFC),Id) ::= 
 a(action_performer2(S,Details,Details,FFC),Id)  
  <--  simulator(S) and breakdown(Action,Details). 
 
a(action_performer2(S,OldDetails,Details,FFC),Id) ::= 
 ( Action => a(action_coordinator,S) <-- Details=[Action|Tail] then 
  Result <= a(action_coordinator,S) then 
      ( a(replanner(S,OldDetails,FFC),Id)  
            <-- member(Result,[illegal_action(_),indecipherable(_)]) and 
   update_BanSubPath(Action) 
        or 
        a(action_performer2(S,OldDetails,Tail,FFC),Id)  
            <-- member(Result,[ok,pick,drop]) and performed_action(Action))) 
    or 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
  or 
    (action_completed => a(action_coordinator,S) <-- Details=[] then  
     (confirm(Id,To) => a(firefighter_coordinator3,FFC) 
   <-- get_final_location(OldDetails,To) and update_position(To))). 
 
 
a(action_coordinator,S) ::= 
 (action_completed <= a(action_performer2(_,_,_,_),Id)) 
or 
( update_action_results(Id,Action,Result) 
          <-- Action <= a(action_performer2(_,_,_,_),Id) then 
      Result => a(action_performer2(_,_,_,_),Id) then 
      a(action_coordinator,S) ). 
 
 
Reconnaissance.lcc 
This interaction model describes the phase during which an emergency peer (firefighter) needs to close a 
meeting point due to the increasing level of water measured at that meeting point and its neighbourhood. It has 
not been tested yet. The interaction model is specified as follows: 
 
       
// The firefighter first measures the water level (WL_local) at the meeting point 
// (MP) and then ask its coordinator to give details on the water level at the  
// closest areas (WL_adj_nodes). Based on this info, a parameter (Criticality) is 
// computed in order to decide if it is the case to close the meeting point or not. 
// If the MP is closed a message is sent to the coordinator. 
 
a(firefighter,FF)::= 
 update&request_WL_info(MP, WL_local) => a(firefighter_coordinator,FFC) 
  <-- at(MP) and measure_local_WL(MP, WL_local) and get_coordinator_ID(FFC) then 
 emergency_WL_info(MP, WL_adj_nodes) <= a(firefighter_coordinator,FFC) then 
 null <- compute(WL_local, WL_adj_nodes, Criticality) then 
  (a(perfom(close(MP)),FF) <- greater(Criticality,MaxCriticality) then 
  update_on_MP_state(closed) => a(firefighter_coordinator,FFC)) 
    or  
  a(firefighter,FF).  
  
// The firefighter coordinator receives a message from the firefighter to update  
// info on water level at meeting point MP and to send info on water levels at its 
// adjacent points. The coordinator can also receives an 
// update_on_MP_state(closed)" message from the firefighter. 
 
a(firefighter_coordinator,FFC)::= 
 ((update&request_WL_info(MP, WL_local) <= a(firefighter,FF) then 
emergency_WL_info(MP, WL_adj_nodes) => a(firefighter,FF) 
 <-- update_WL_info(MP,WL_local) and gather_WL_adj_area(MP, WL_adj_nodes))  
or  
update_on_MP_state(closed) <= a(firefighter,FF) ) then 
 a(firefighter_coordinator,FFC). 
 
Census.lcc 
This interaction model is used when an emergency peer registers info on people present at a certain location into 
a database. It has not been tested yet. The interaction model is specified as follows: 
 
       
// The emergency peer enters this role to obtain the info (Name Type, Location, // 
// etc.) related to a person and to send a relative message to the dbcurator (the 
// peer who actually will store the info into the DB). A success (failure) message 
// is received if things went well (wrong)  
 
a(censuscurator, ID1)::= 
update(Name,Type,Location,GPS,Status,Notes) => a(dbcurator, ID2) 
  <-- obtain(List, Name,Type,Location,GPS,Status,Notes)  then 
  success(Id) <= a(dbcurator, ID2) 
  or 
 (failure(Msg) <= a(dbcurator, ID2) then 
  null <- proceed(Msg)) 
    
// The peer who stores info into a DB enters this role. 
 
a(dbcurator, ID2)::= 
 update(Name,Type,Location,GPS,Status,Notes) <=  a(censuscurator, ID1) then 
  success(Id) => a(censuscurator, ID1) 
  <-- updateDb(Name,Type,Location,GPS,Status,Notes,Id) 
  or 
  failure(Msg) => a(censuscurator, ID1) <- lastError(Msg) 
 
 
Bushandling.lcc 
This interaction model is used when an emergency peer (firefighter) in need to evacuate people present at a 
meeting point, requests a certain number of buses and, while they arrive, sends them to specific destinations. It 
has not been tested yet. The interaction model is specified as follows: 
  
       
// After having counted the number of people at the meeting point (MP) and  
// evaluated the criticality (danger level at that MP) the firefighter request a  
// certain number of bus (No_bus) the firefighter will then receive from its  
// coordinator the quantity of buses (NB) that will arrive and a list of refuge  
// centers (DCL) where the buses can go after people are loaded. 
  
a(firefighter(MP),FF)::= 
 request_bus(MP,No_bus) => a(firefighter_coordinator,FFC)   
 <-- count(People) and get(Criticality) and bus_needed(People,Criticality,No_bus) 
   and get_coordinator_ID(FFC) then 
 confirm_bus_arrival(NB,DCL) <= a(firefighter_coordinator,FFC) then  
 a(wait_for_bus(NB,DCL),FF) <-- set_destination(DCL) then 
  a(firefighter(MP),FF).     
 
// The coordinator receives the request of buses, decides how many buses will send  
// (No_bus) and assigns to each of them a destination. Then, he/she will send a  
// confirmation message to the bus requester 
      
a(firefighter_coordinator,FFC)::= 
 request_bus(MP,Quantity) <= a(firefighter(_),FF) then 
confirm_bus_arrival(No_bus,Destinations) =>  a(firefighter(_),FF)   
 <-- check_for_bus(Quantity,No_bus) and assign(No_bus,Destinations).  
         
// The bus requester enter this role after having received a confirmation of bus  
// arrival from the coordinator. He/She expects buses arriving in a quantity of   
// No_expected and has a list of destinations where to send each of them. 
// Once a certain number (No_Bus) of buses arrives at the location (MP), a list  
// (ABL) containing details for each bus is given. The list could merely be a list  
// of bus identifiers. The firefighter will assign to the arrived buses a certain 
// number of destinations (Next_DCL) taken from the list DCL and will start the  
// buses (give a directive to the bus drivers ). He will then, wait for the other 
// remaining buses. 
 
a(wait_for_bus(No_expected,DCL),FF)::= 
 ( a(start_bus(ABL,Next_DCL),FF) 
   <-- DCL = [DCL_H| DCL_T] and bus_at_location(MP, No_Bus, ABL) and 
      assign_dest(No_Bus,DCL,Next_DCL,Rest_DCL) then 
   a(wait_for_bus(No_expected - No_Bus,Rest_DCL),FF) ) 
or  
null <- empty(DCL). 
 
// This role is needed when the firefighter has to start the bus. To each bus is  
// assigned a destination (ABL is equal to DCL in lenght) and once the driver of  
// each bus is identified, a directive to him/her is sent  
     
a(start_bus(ABL,DCL),FF)::= 
 (drive_to(DCL_H) => a(bus_driver,BD) 
   <-- ABL=[ABL_H|ABL_T] and DCL=[DCL_H|DCL_T] and driver_of(ABL_H,BD) then 
   a(start_bus(ABL_T,DCL_T),FF))     
  or 
  null <- empty(ABL). 
     
// The bus driver, once the directive is received, get the route and move towards  
// the destination. (here the bus_driver could jump to a "route_finder" role as  
// defined in the interaction model "startFE.lcc") 
         
a(bus_driver,BD)::= 
 drive_to(Destination) <= a(start_bus(_,_),FF) then 
  a(perfom(move(Location, Destination, Path, bus)), BD) 
  <-- at(Location) and get_route(Location,Destination,Path). 
 
 
